Assess your DevOps
practice maturity:
ensure your business software development
efficiency by executing strategic improvements

DO YOU KNOW?

75%

According to Gartner, 75% of DevOps initiatives, predicted to fail
meeting expectations due to organizational learning and change
issues in 2022.
DevOps initiatives

HOW TO SOLVE?
DevOps practice adoption might be turning mainstream, although such
a strategic approach to culture, automation and platform design can
surely boost applications and service delivery generally improving your
business value.

WE OFFER A DEVOPS
ASSESSMENT SERVICE
To evaluate, build up and execute improvements for product
development, helping effectively manage application development
and optimal payback of your software investments.

IS YOUR BUSINESS FACING
SUCH PAIN POINTS?

Deployment & post
release issues

Product outages
performance issues

Manual disaster
recovery

Different
security risks

Are you tired of frequent
and regular production
problems caused by the
same or unknown root?

Does your product often
break or experience
downtime under peak load?

Have you ever felt the
struggle when carrying the
entire disaster recovery
procedure manually?

Do you experience potential
risks' uncertainty in your
code, infrastructure or 3rd
party components?

OUR PARTNERS AND
TECHNOLOGIES

Fortify
WebInspect

WITHIN DEVOPS ASSESSMENT
YOU WILL RECEIVE
Executive summary

Detailed report

Next actions

Brief overview of assessment

Current state of DevOps maturity

Scenarios for improvements

Priority areas for improvements

Positive findings

Suggested target state

Recommendations & strategies
to execute

Priorities to advance

Transition plan

OFFERING MULTIPLE BENEFITS
TO YOUR BUSINESS
We have implemented various digital product development
initiatives within different industry customers. For this reason, we
know where our expertise brings the most value to your
business.

Be entirely aware of
the current state

Acknowledge the
key obstacles

Leverage the power
of automation

Obtain professional
support throughout
the project

HOW IS THE DEVOPS ASSESSMENT
SERVICE EXECUTED?

Interviews
Initial interviews with
management & engineering
teams

Survey
Client fills survey of DevOps
practice overview

Next steps

Analysis
Data aggregation
and analysis

Results
Presenting suggested target
state & action plan

Verification
Following interviews with BA
team for current state
verification

Finalization
Finalizing a report for
improvements' scenarios

Timeline 1 month

FRAMEWORK FOR YOUR
DEVOPS ASSESSMENT
We use CALMS principles as well as practices, assessing and
measuring an organisation's ability to adopt DevOps processes.
During every project stage, we give the primary focus on CI/CD,
IaC and Cloud areas.

Culture

Automation

Lean

Measurement

Sharing

Focus on people

Continuous delivery

Measure everything

Embrace change &
experimentation

Infrastructure as a
Code

Focus on producing
value for end user

Open information
sharing

Small batch sizes

Show the improvement

Collaboration &
communication

WHY ARE WE A SOLID MATCH
FOR YOUR BUSINESS?
With cutting-edge technologies, the latest delivery models,
Baltic Amadeus is a one-stop-shop provider of a full spectrum of
IT services. For 30+ years, we have been offering:
Software development
Public cloud
UX/UI
IT consulting
Quality assurance services

Full visibility & efficiency

Long-year expertise in varied industries

One-stop-shop technology partner

We work with an efficient approach and
ensure a clear plan and procedures
throughout the entire project.

A diverse DevOps practice record and our
experience guarantee the highest-level
service quality.

We assure a full range of IT services and
consulting from one source.

EXPERIENCE OF
BALTIC AMADEUS
Company and consultants are recognized by a
number of quality, security, project management,
cloud certificates.
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